1997 pontiac grand am instrument cluster

I have a Grand Am, I got in the other day and got about half way down my driveway and realized
that my gauges weren't working no speedometer, gas, etc. All the gauges don't move off of
zero. In addition every warning light in the instrument cluster is on. I have checked the fuses
and they are all fine. What is wrong with my car? Do you. Sounds like a possible bad cluster or
bad ingnition switch. I would have the vehicle scanned to see if there is any trouble codes. Was
this answer. Could it be a bad body control module? I would still have it scanned. I'll do that,
hopefully thats what it is as my fiance is driving my car right now and to be honest with you that
worries me more than driving her's without a speedometer. OK, now I have a whole new
problem. I replaced the dash, that appears to have solved that problem as now the tach works
when you go to start the car, the new problem is that the theft system is engaged and stalls the
car after you turn it over and it starts for a second or two. How can I disengage this? I have tried
disconnecting the battery and pulling the fuses for the ignition system. I have also allowed the
vehicle to sit overnight thinking that it might have to reset itself, this didn't work either. Try to
start and then leave ignition key on until security light off you have to leave the ignition in the
ON position it may take 10 or so min make sure you have a fully charged battery Was this
answer. Ok, I'll try that. I tried it last night and let it sit for 5 minutes or so and the light didn't
stop blinking. Does it normally take 10 minutes? The car is now running and the dash works.
The theft system light is on though, should it be? Will it possibly go off after some time? Where
did you get a new cluster from because I can't find anything anywhere? How much did the new
cluster cost? In need of an instrument cluster for 96, 97 or 98 Grand am. You guys need to start
new questions, and please be sure to list the engine size and mileage. This was a private
conversation between two people, eight years ago. We see it as having received a reply, so
none of the other experts are going to read your additions or have a chance to reply. You won't
get the help you're looking for. There's two places to look for a replacement instrument cluster.
The first is any salvage yard. I'm fond of "Pull-A-Part", but they don't have any yards near me.
Do a search for them and see if there is a yard near you. You pay your buck, take your tools,
and you can spend all day there if you want to. I've been to 16 of their yards. All are very clean
and well-organized. Be aware instrument clusters are no longer the simple, reliable units they
used to be. They are entire computer modules, and cars are the worst possible environment to
be planting unneeded electronics. Failures are very common, and there's a good chance a used
cluster from a salvage yard will develop the same problems. A better alternative is to buy a
remanufactured cluster with a warranty. If you do a search for "GM instrument cluster repair",
you'll find dozens of shops that specialize in them. For the discussion on relearning the
anti-theft system, the steps were correct, but they didn't go far enough. Best is to connect a
battery charger set to the lowest range because this takes 30 minutes. Crank the engine briefly,
then release the ignition switch to the "run" position without turning it off. The "Security" light
will flash for ten minutes. When it stops flashing, turn the ignition switch off, then immediately
crank the engine again. Release the switch to the "run" position again, then wait another ten
minutes for the "Security" light to stop flashing. Do that a third time. The next time the ignition
switch is turned off, then back on, the anti-theft system should be off, and the engine will start
and stay running. That is from memory. If it doesn't work, try doing the steps with never turning
the ignition switch all the way to "off". This procedure is used to relearn the Passlock sensor
after it has been replaced, and possibly for some other, related things. If the system arms again,
it is either because there is a problem that needs to be diagnosed, or my instructions are not
accurate. Please login or register to post a reply. Giving More Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Can any one help with this problem it seems to be some what common is
there a certain part that causes the gauges to stop working. Well it all started when my
tachometer stopped working and my dash lights stayed on Same problem here with the
dashboard and gauges. Most the mechanics want to take it all apart to figure it out. One
mechanic said there was a report put out by GM that these cars have faulty wiring that needs to
be replaced after so long, but I haven't seen the report myself. If any of ya'll have figured it out,
I'd appreciate any tips or solutions since they want more than the car is worth just to diagnose
the problem. I have checked all fuses, tried a new ignition switch, cleaned all connects behind
the dash and had a diagnostic check also. All the bulbs work and the needles flicker when you
first turn the key. Anybody got any ideas? New instrument panel maybe? We were on the
freeway and my gauges started shooting back and forth. My temperature gauge said I was
overheating and my gas gauge said I had no gas. Once we turned the car off, the gauges set
back at zero and haven't moved since. The biggest inconvenience is that I have no idea how fast
I'm going and I don't think a police officer will be very understanding about that. The lights pop
on and off occasionally, but no one knows what the problem is. All at once all my gauges
stopped working and the low coolant and oil warning lights stay on. I was told it's not the fuses;
by one it's the computer, and by one it isn't. We have checked all connections behind dash and

under hood and all fuses and cannot correct the problem. Any ideas? If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 9 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Grand Am problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Pontiac
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. I have a Grand Am, I got in the other day and got about half way
down my driveway and realized that my gauges weren't working no speedometer, gas, etc. All
the gauges don't move off of zero. In addition every warning light in the instrument cluster is
on. I have checked the fuses and they are all fine. What is wrong with my car? Do you. Sounds
like a possible bad cluster or bad ingnition switch. I would have the vehicle scanned to see if
there is any trouble codes. Was this answer. Could it be a bad body control module? I would
still have it scanned. I'll do that, hopefully thats what it is as my fiance is driving my car right
now and to be honest with you that worries me more than driving her's without a speedometer.
OK, now I have a whole new problem. I replaced the dash, that appears to have solved that
problem as now the tach works when you go to start the car, the new problem is that the theft
system is engaged and stalls the car after you turn it over and it starts for a second or two. How
can I disengage this? I have tried disconnecting the battery and pulling the fuses for the ignition
system. I have also allowed the vehicle to sit overnight thinking that it might have to reset itself,
this didn't work either. Try to start and then leave ignition key on until security light off you have
to leave the ignition in the ON position it may take 10 or so min make sure you have a fully
charged battery Was this answer. Ok, I'll try that. I tried it last night and let it sit for 5 minutes or
so and the light didn't stop blinking. Does it normally take 10 minutes? The car is now running
and the dash works. The theft system light is on though, should it be? Will it possibly go off
after some time? Where did you get a new cluster from because I can't find anything anywhere?
How much did the new cluster cost? In need of an instrument cluster for 96, 97 or 98 Grand am.
You guys need to start new questions, and please be sure to list the engine size and mileage.
This was a private conversation between two people, eight years ago. We see it as having
received a reply, so none of the other experts are going to read your additions or have a chance
to reply. You won't get the help you're looking for. There's two places to look for a replacement
instrument cluster. The first is any salvage yard. I'm fond of "Pull-A-Part", but they don't have
any yards near me. Do a search for them and see if there is a yard near you. You pay your buck,
take your tools, and you can spend all day there if you want to. I've been to 16 of their yards. All
are very clean and well-organized. Be aware instrument clusters are no longer the simple,
reliable units they used to be. They are entire computer modules, and cars are the worst
possible environment to be planting unneeded electronics. Failures are very common, and
there's a good chance a used cluster from a salvage yard will develop the same problems. A
better alternative is to buy a remanufactured cluster with a warranty. If you do a search for "GM
instrument cluster repair", you'll find dozens of shops that specialize in them. For the
discussion on relearning the anti-theft system, the steps were correct, but they didn't go far
enough. Best is to connect a battery charger set to the lowest range because this takes 30
minutes. Crank the engine briefly, then release the ignition switch to the "run" position without
turning it off. The "Security" light will flash for ten minutes. When it stops flashing, turn the
ignition switch off, then immediately crank the engine again. Release the switch to the "run"
position again, then wait another ten minutes for the "Security" light to stop flashing. Do that a
third time. The next time the ignition switch is turned off, then back on, the anti-theft system
should be off, and the engine will start and stay running. That is from memory. If it doesn't work,
try doing the steps with never turning the ignition switch all the way to "off". This procedure is
used to relearn the Passlock sensor after it has been replaced, and possibly for some other,
related things. If the system arms again, it is either because there is a problem that needs to be
diagnosed, or my instructions are not accurate. Please login or register to post a reply. Giving
More Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Rarely can these problems be fixed as a
do-it-yourself project. They require specialized tools, knowledge and parts to get them working
properly. Ohâ€¦and patience, because many of these repairs involve very small parts, motors or
electronic components. Has your instrument cluster gone bad in some way? The rest of the
cluster seems to be fine, now is it my cluster that is bad or the sending units that are bad? I am
betting its the cluster for my 05 sunfire as well. I have had issues with the RPM gauge,
Speedometer and tonight my fuel gauge finally crapped out. I replace the cluster 3 times and it
would work then with in seconds it would stop working. Something is causing it to burn out.
Thank you, Stu I have a Camaro and some of the light work on it. The speed hand work when
the car warm up. I do not know what to replace can you help me out. Thank you very much.
Hello, Thank you for your questions. Remove the wire harness plug, inspect, clean and make

sure the connection is secure. Is this an instrument cluster problem or am I in deep trouble. Hi,
You have major issues. Any clue as to what it is? My temperature guage is always on hot but
my car never runs hot. One side of my lights is dim.. Sounds Like A Wiring Issue. Thank you,
Stu. About 5 years ago, my gas gauge started acting up on my Pontiac Montana van. The gauge
dropped to empty although I knew I had gas in the vehicle. As far as we know we do not have
any other dashboard issues. To this day, we monitor the gas by mileage so that we never run
out of gas. Hi, There is a specific fuse for the dash lights. Check the fuse. Thanks, Stu Find
another mechanic. I have a Chrysler Concorde 3. Everything light wise works. Everything works
except the rpm, speedometer, temperature and gas gauge. All fuses and relays are good. Still
none of the gauges work. What should I do? Check with a automotive electrical specialistâ€¦
Sound like a bad ground. Thanks, Stu. My ford Mustang cluster all gauges stop working but my
lights and turning signals still works. Fluttering needles for about 1. I reconnected the remote
starter in the meantime. The most recent repair shop said if I replaced the instrument cluster
that should get the light off. Do you think replacing the cluster will solve the problem? Thanks
for your time. I would have a more qualified technician look at the carâ€¦. Thank you! Hi, Check
all the groundsâ€¦ then have a mechanic look at the wiring harness connections. I have a gmc
one ton. And my gaues go on and off ehile driveing. Now my oilpressure gauge is stuck on
80psi. U have any ideal whats wrong. I have a Kia Optima â€” this morning I went out to start my
car and started driving normally. I noticed my fuel gauge was way below the E line I have over
half a tank of gas in my car â€” then I noticed my RPM needle was not registering at all â€” I
revved the engine â€” no movement. I also noticed my mph gauge was also not moving. It
stayed below zero. However, my turn signals work fine. What could be the problem? Is it safe
for me to still drive it until I get a mechanic or a garage to help? Ok thanks for the info â€” Is my
car safe to drive until I take it to a garage? Do I have to worry about my car shutting off while
driving? I switched out the bulbs out and still, only the one side is working. Just bought a 06
Mustang GT, it has a lot of extra aftermarket goodies on it, including extra wide tires. Owned it
17 hrs and the computer had to be replaced. The Ford dealer was unable to calibrate the tires to
the speedometer.. All the other gauges seem to be working properly. Will it do any other
damage? We did not purchase the car from them. My check engine light is on and says its a
vacuum leak. But my ac wont come on or when it does when it wants it blows fast and wont turn
off! And my speedometer wont move but my rpm does. And my door open light stays on! Could
the vacuum leak in the engine be causing these problems?? You have many different issuesâ€¦
Have it checked by a expert â€¦. I have a chevy HD. My radio dosent work. When i start the truck
the glow plug indicator comes on like it should and so will the transmission light will come on. It
goes off after the truck is started. Where do i start with this problem? You have many different
issuesâ€¦ Have it checked by a auto electrical expert â€¦. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo.
The speedometer has started jumping all over the place when I am braking. It happened for a
day or two about a month ago and then stopped. But then it happened again this morning. The
strange thing is, both times this has happened, my garage door opener remote in the vehicle
stopped working. Once the jumping stops on the speedometer, the remote works and vice
versa. Am I going nuts are could these two things actually be related? Just to clarify, the remote
is a stand-alone generic garage door opener remote, not the built in opener button in the Jeep
console. Hi, I have never heard of this issue. Just for gigglesâ€¦. Remove the garage door
opener and see it the speedometer continues to jump. The cluster will not effect the shifting.
Better get it checked quickly. I have a Infiniti QX56 that I just purchased 2 days ago. I have been
messing with lots of the new buttons and gadgets and accidentally zonked my battery. I jumped
it and it started right away. It starts easily still hours later but my instrument panel is completely
not working minus the seatbelt icon and the exclamation point icon. Check All the groundsâ€¦
you may have jumped the battery backwardsâ€¦ Have it checked by a trained professional. I
have a 94 dodge ram and just a couple of days ago i was driving and ever single gauge in my
dash board just stopped working my gas gauge will go up and down, my speedometer will some
what work when my head lights are off but when i step on the brake it goes straight to zero, but
when the headlights are on it wont move at all, and none of my other gauges will move whats so
ever. Please help! Check All the groundsâ€¦ Connections behind the clusterâ€¦ Have it checked
by a trained professional. Any suggestions? Any ideas? Hi, First disconnect battery for 30
minutes then reconnect and start car. Hopefully you had the battery disconnected before you
removed the cluster the first time. Replaced fuse, several weeks later same thing. My daughters
boyfriend tried to install a new stereo, he chopped some wires and installed it. Two days later,
cluster stopped working as well as the taillights. Replaced fuses and everything works except
the cluster gauge lights! Removed cluster, it appeared the two small gauge lights were blown.
Replaced them and nothing! Is it time for a new cluster all together? Hi, The boyfriend shorted
the wire to the radio which controls the dimmer for the radio at night. On my 01 mustang 3.

Already replaced the bulbs and still nothing. Also my digital mileage turns on and off at times.
Hey I have a pontiac grand am. The whole instrument cluster went out then it randomly comes
back on when I hit the breaks while driving. But not always. Can you help? My headlights, tail
lights, cluster lights wont come on.. Brake lights work so do the signal lights. As I checked the
fuses, a 10 ampere fused was blew out and I replaced it. But it was still not working and I
checked also the fuses on the ground. I have a 92 Plymouth Voyager and non of the guards
work but all the lights do. Then later, when shifting from Park all the way to 1, some lights would
be on, and some would be off. Then later, the speedometer stayed at 0 when driving down the
road. Currently the speedometer is working. Is this a bad ground, caused by muddy conditions?
Is it a ground specific to the instrument cluster? Bad connection in the back of the cluster?
Where would that ground be? Sound like muddy connections? Check all the connections the
transmission. Hi I have a f king ranch 5. Strange intermitting electrical, fist the air bag light came
on no codes the it was ok. A few weeks later no power windows on pass side then they would
work. Then the radio stopped working took apart could not find anything put back together
worked for a day or two. Now the fuse 21 keeps blowing when you turn on ignition, but the truck
still starts and runs there is no power windows, interior lights, radio, nothing works on the
cluster. When I disconnect the two plug connectors to the cluster fuse 21 will not blow. Check
grounds look good. Could it be the cluster? Thank you. Hi Stu, He is an updateâ€¦. Replaced the
cluster everything worked. The issue now is when any of the doors are open and the dome
switch is on the fuse 21 will blow and lose every thing again, if the dome switch is off and you
open the door it dose not blow. Tried a new head light switch still blows the fuse. As long as the
dome switch is off the fuse will not blow. I have a chevy blazer and when I turn my car off after
driving the gas and oil gage move up. Is this a problem and what can it be. I have a 78 g20
Chevy van none of my gauges work and u can smell fuel which I think might need a new fuel
pump. I have a cavalier 4cyl, someone stole my battery and clipped the cables, they also tried to
steal the alternator but stopped when one of the mounting bolts broke off in the mount, I
replaced the battery and cables and have secured the alternator and it is running.. I found out
after looking that the wire going from the battery to the underhood fuses was loose and arching
and that was the problem.. I fixed it.. I have a Chrysler Sebring Convertible, the temperature
gauge on the dash stops working,but everything else is still working. Hi I have a 02 dodge ram
my instrument panel does not work along with all my interior lights and headlights what could it
be? Who should I go to and about how much would it cost?? Help plz. Do I need a new cluster?
I have a honda accord ex automatic,all my gauges work except my temperature gauge it stays
on hot,could it be a new cluster that i need,also when i go to accelerate an it gets between rpm it
lags when shifting into 2nd gear once it shifts its fine could it be the transmission seloniod
causing that. Stu, I have a hummer H2. The tranny, speedometer, Rpm, fuel and temp gauges all
work fine. The oil and battery gauges are moving but are giving readings way to the right. When
the truck is turned off these two guages appear to try and return to zero but dont get all the way
back to zero on the left. Its like somehow the zero positions have shifted clockwise. All of the
lights in the cluster are working. The truck only has 29, miles. I wanted to try and manually reset
them but the glass is sealed. Stu, hummer H2. I am in Massachusetts. Can or should I
disconnect the cluster to have this fixed? Or is there a risk of losing the odometer reading? The
Google machine shows a company in my state that specializes in cluster repair. Abut an hour
and a half away. I am wondering what the down time is shipping to you vs. This is my everyday
driver. I absolutely do not want to get raked by the dealership again. They charged me almost 2k
to replace the BCM and didnt even put all the trim back on correctly. Thanks Stu for taking the
time to read and respond. No doubt one of the reasons you will continue to be successful. I
have a pontiac sunfire and all my gages work in the cluster except the milage. Is it a bulb, wire
or do i need to replace the whole thing? Have a 99 silverado new body style that the dash lights
just quit on day. Put a new headlight switch in and it burns the switch out within seconds. No
lights or anything on. Key out of ignition. Checked and cleaned all relays, replaces suspicious
looking fuses, and tested all fuses. Everything is good. Unplugged trailer harness and all
connectuons. Have used new switches from parts store as well as 1 from dealer. I have a
Freestar van. I have been having problems with my rpm in performing erratic. Causes the car to
stall at times and it appears or sounds as if it is putting a strain on the motor as if it is going to
shut off. Not a loud sound, motor sounds good. More of a stalling sound. I was told by a
mechanic a few months ago that it was a sensor on the motor. I put the name of such in my
phone but lucky me cracked my phone soon after and was not able to retrieve the message.
What could this be. Air bag light does not come on when you turn the key to cut the vehicle on.
Instrument cluster getting power but no voltage to air bag circuit â€¦. I was told it jumped time
and after replacing the timing chain i found it to only be off by 1 tooth. The engine cranks but
will not start. I have tried all of the resets published and nothing works. I have taken it apart to

inspect it. Is there a way to test all of the different modules and such? Is there something
specific on the electronic board that is usually the problem? I have a Chevy S10 Blazer and the
instrument cluster likes to flicker on and off and I have replaced all the lights. Please help.
Thank you for what you do here! I have a I35 and the RPM gauge is intermittent. It will show a
proper indication then drop to zero, seemingly when I go over a bump. Any thoughts,
corrections or other ideas I can track down in the process of fixing this? Click here for
Directions. Mon - Fri: - Saturday: - Closed Sunday. Instrument Cluster â€” What is it? Instrument
Cluster â€” What goes wrong? Something is causing it to burn out Reply. Thank you, Stu Reply.
Thank you very much Reply. Check all the fuses and the wire harness Reply. Honda accord 4
cylinder i believe its a Dx Reply. Thanks, Stu Reply. U have any ideal whats wrong Reply. We
can fix your cluster quickly and save you money! Check voltage at the working bulbs then at the
dead bulbs Reply. Have it checked by a mechanic ASAP. James Reply. Also my digital mileage
turns on and off at times Reply. Why do my rpm hand jump when I turn on my signal light 93
Ford escort lx Reply. Dear Sir, Nice to see you. I am much confused and wo
2007 chevy colorado
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ml320 door panel removal
rried thinking I made the mistake somewhere. Can You please tell me something. I am using
Suzuki Baleno Model Reply. Have it checked by a trained professional. Thank you Reply. You
have serious issues. Looked for a pinched wireâ€¦.. I have a 78 g20 Chevy van none of my
gauges work and u can smell fuel which I think might need a new fuel pump Reply. Was this an
issue before the battery was stolen? Check the temperature sending unit? Check the coolant
levelâ€¦ Thanks, Stu Reply. Where would the air temperature sensor be located Reply. Help plz
Reply. Thanks Reply. I have a honda accord ex automatic,all my gauges work except my
temperature gauge it stays on hot,could it be a new cluster that i need,also when i go to
accelerate an it gets between rpm it lags when shifting into 2nd gear once it shifts its fine could
it be the transmission seloniod causing that Reply. Are you local to me? Hi Stuart, Thank you
for what you do here! Thanks from Texas! Nate Reply. Page Navigation. Recent Posts.

